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About This Game

You - Stickman, who needs to survive in a harsh and dying world. Avoid blows, hide from shots and attacks. Defeat all enemies
and save the world.

Hardcore and realistic Stackman physics Ragdoll will not make you bored.

Simple controls allow you to perform stunning tricks and strikes to defeat your opponents.
The game is not as simple as it seems ...

Features:
- Realistic Ragdoll Physics

- 12 campaigns that force you to play
- Over 100 levels

- Excellent graphics and soundtrack
- Hardcore gameplay for gamers
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You get what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the
number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money.
This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. I made all of 5000 achievements like a m*r*n and they
decreased that number to 4 recently...wasted time on that \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t :D. Good timekiller.
extremely fun and interesting experience - yes, this is a very awkward game, yes, you can hardly control a body you play with,
yes, its pretty simple and minimal in design - but after all you get a very special experience no other game can bring you some
similar one - just try it. Fun game ,Nice music,WEll no story

For those who is dunno how to get 5000 achievement
u can go this link
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1138602939

There 4 step and 84 spamming level to get 5000 achievement
Goodluck ! :D. Too hard as an achievement spammer
Too boring as a normal game
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how did I get this?. 17 mins and 800+ achievements i dont even know how to get.

easy worth 10 cents with a coupon. don't get this game his Achievements are named thing like k24w17qnv4 I think he just mash
the keys and add a lot of Achievements to make you think he put a lot of time in his game win, in fact, he has not he never
update or fix bug in his game like level 8 that does not even exist like his other games he has bugs he will not fix don't buy this
like I did use your money for something good I know some Stickman games are fun but not this one. like this trash !. Crashes
when i start the 8th level, no matter how many times i try.... Is a great time killer with weird controls.
The deal breaker is hat the level 8 won't load which is quite unfortunate. The issue is that the level wasn't added to the final
project and still isn't solved. That should give any buyer a red flag about the game and the dev in general.. i seem i have already
reviewed a previous game - i won't repeat stuff about what makes game to be a game - but - i feel this one has become better -
and - in all meanings - user interface, tasks, stars, and - you may not beleive me, but gameplay - i think i feel i can control a
stickman - yes, it all stays strange, but, nevertheless - its fun.
i recommend you to try it.
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